
Your purchase of GAP Advantage with PowerBuy® is optional. Whether 
or not you purchase GAP Advantage with PowerBuy will not affect your 
application for credit or the terms of any existing credit agreement you 
have with the financial institution. There are eligibility requirements, 
conditions, and exclusions that could prevent you from receiving benefits 
under GAP Advantage with PowerBuy. Carefully read the contract for a full 
explanation of the terms. 
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GAP Advantage with PowerBuy is available for 
most new and used personal vehicles. Talk to a 
representative about possible exclusions.

If your vehicle is declared a total loss after an 
accident or theft, it’s likely your insurance will fall 
short covering the full balance of your auto loan. This 
leaves you to pay off the remaining loan balance on  
a vehicle you can no longer drive—fortunately, we 
can help. 

GAP Advantage with PowerBuy can pay up to the  
remaining balance of your auto loan after an 
insurance payout, protecting you from financial loss. 
Unlike traditional GAP, this program has the added 
benefit of providing you with a set allowance toward 
financing a replacement vehicle with us—getting you 
back on the road!

Accidents happen. Get the 
coverage you need to protect 
your investment.

Give yourself peace of mind with coverage 

that will protect your vehicle investment. 

Speak to one of our representatives to  

find out how you can add GAP Advantage  

with PowerBuy to your next or existing 

auto loan.

COVERED BY GAP ADVANTAGE  
WITH POWERBUY
Your auto investment is covered, and additional funds 
are available to apply toward a replacement vehicle.

WITHOUT GAP ADVANTAGE WITH POWERBUY
Your auto investment may not be fully covered.
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